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Titans, God of War, they are all dumbfounded!

Who moved the hand?

Who the hell is it?

The four super bows and arrows directly penetrate the four god-level powerhouses!
Not to mention that the army of the Kingdom of God is at a loss and does not know what the situation
is.

Even they don’t know what’s going on…

After all, they have all come into contact with giant crossbows.

With the strength of the coalition forces, where can anyone urge this super crossbow to shoot directly
at the strongest level of the Kingdom of God!

Full of four!
It also caused the greatest trauma to the army of the Kingdom of God!

Not even the strongest monarch among the coalition forces, let alone the others.

It’s absolutely impossible!

Who is this person?

Wrong!

The person who uses bow and arrow is Levi Garrison!

He came to save his daughter!

The main priest is coming out soon.

But he still didn’t come out completely. It would not be great if he rashly used his skills.

In case the main divine secretary knows that he is too strong, he deliberately hides his privates, leaving
some people behind.

This is the hidden danger.

All he wants is to catch it all!

All the powerhouses of the Lord God Division should appear!

therefore.

He would hide behind and shoot with a super crossbow.

Don’t expose yourself for the first time!

Although he also wants to rush to kill the Quartet!

But there is no way, I can only endure it temporarily.
Although it is exactly the same crossbow, it depends on who uses it.
Levi Garrison at this level will maximize the use of the super crossbow, and can also bless his own
strength in.

He is pulling the bowstring of the giant crossbow to its fullest state!

With more strength, I am afraid that the bowstring will burst.

Therefore, I easily shot and killed four strong men, the strongest in the kingdom of God except for the
main divine division…

Unfortunately, there are too few bows and arrows.

Otherwise, Levi Garrison will shoot Mr. X on the spot!

Looking at Mr. X, he got angry!

This hatred can be traced back to Richard’s dominance alliance.

Lucifer is Richard’s immediate boss, and Mr. X is Lucifer’s boss.

…

After Levi Garrison took the shot, the scene was immediately chaotic.

The coalition forces are also in chaos here.

Who is looking for the giant crossbow everywhere?

The army of the Kingdom of God is even more chaotic.

There are corpses and blood everywhere.

The sound of ghost crying wolf howling spread all over…

“They are here! They are here…”

“withdraw……”

“Quickly retreat!”

…

Mr. X turned pale and shouted subconsciously.

These four arrows directly knocked Mr. X into autism, so there was no idea to continue fighting.

Directly gave the order to retreat.

In his opinion, this is a matter for the chief priest.

He can’t handle it!

If he goes on, he will probably die here.

This is the fear of death!

What god?

Are you still afraid of death?

Isn’t it that you can’t control your own destiny?

God’s majesty disappeared at this moment.

Everyone’s embarrassed appearance was deeply imprinted in everyone’s eyes.

Is this still a god?

Isn’t this a person?

It’s exactly the same!

Will be afraid of death!

Can’t control their own life and death!

The so-called Kingdom of God seemed to be directly disintegrated at this moment.

Ran!

The army of the Kingdom of God ran at the fastest speed.

It didn’t even care about the injured, and all of them ran away.

After all, even the lead Mr. X ran away desperately.

Where can the rest be?

There was another bloody reality before his eyes, and of course he had to run away.

shocked!

Simply dumbfounded to the extreme!

Everyone in the coalition did not expect that the army of the Kingdom of God had fled directly.

Although these four arrows have caused a huge loss, don’t they have to go straight away, right?

Still so embarrassed?

In the Titan Wars, they guessed, whether the army of the Kingdom of God would feel that there are
many more such super bows.

